ÚFAL Meeting
Malá Strana, Prague, October 31, 2022
Barbora Hladká
Money

- we still want to raise salaries
  - we still don’t know how much
- still under review
  - 3 NAKI project proposals
  - 9 GAČR project proposals
  - Dioscuri center
- LINDAT contract for 2023-2026 has not been signed yet
  - hopefully no further cuts in 2023 (75 % promised)
Project calls

- TAČR call - SIGMA - Area #3: Social sciences, humanities and arts
  - submission deadline: Dec 14, 2022
- OP JAK call
  - in preparation
Records in Biblio

○ updated

○ financial bonuses
  ○ 1st step
    ■ assigning MFF points to the works having the authors partially funded from the institutional sources
  ○ 2nd step
    ■ assigning ÚFAL points to all the works published in 2022
Admin

- PAKT Vacation planner
  - PAKT vs. HR department data - no differences
  - Please check how many days you have left and use them up
Admin

- PAKT is a tool to digitalise administrative processes at ÚFAL
  - see Administration of HR and Project agenda @ÚFAL presented at AS MFF UK seminar on Oct 21 2022 ([https://wiki.ufal.ms.mff.cuni.cz/internal:meetings](https://wiki.ufal.ms.mff.cuni.cz/internal:meetings))
- we need data and evidence to track our history
  - e.g. project proposals of the funded projects (GACR proposals last time)
  - for internal use only
Admin

- Processing travel reports
  - Financial department has a delay since summer, mainly due to a shortage of employees
  - We regularly urge the department to process our reports
Let's welcome Mrs. Iva Doušová to our institute.

Mrs. Doušová has been hired for the position of an Office Manager.

In the following two months, she will be taking over the office agenda from Mrs. Brdičková.

Please, let’s all be supportive of them.
Save the dates

- Nov 22, 2022 Open Door Day at Impakt
  - Stands coordinated by Ruda Rosa
    - Generování scénářů divadelních her
    - Sčítání a odčítání významů slov
  - Lecture by Martin Popel

- Nov 29, 2022 ÚFAL meeting in honor of Mrs. Brdičková (S1, 5pm)

- Dec 22, 2022 Computer Science School’s Christmas party

- ÚFAL’s Christmas party
  - when? where?